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Developing a
Comprehensive Curriculum
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Curriculum Approaches:
Ace It or Replace It,
Student may take an assessment- scoring 90% or higher exempts them from practice log
targeting the skills of that assessment. Batches of exercises can be lumped together, so
students take 3-6 different assessments, and have to score 90% or higher on ALL of them
to exempt from practice logs. Each practice log contains all exercises, so students can
focus on their needs.
This approach sometimes requires in-class quizzes with paper and pencil to verify
student achievement. It is particularly good in classes with varying backgrounds and
abilities.

Show Me the Points,
Students do assessments and their scores count for points. Students
also do practice logs either in route to those assessments, or to push
to the next level. Practice logs may contain more than what is tested
on the assessments for these cases. This is good for both very
advanced (AP Theory) and very beginning groups- wherever student
have similar abilities and need to progress together.

Mastery Sequence: Tutorials, Quizzes and Exercises
Students work through a set of tutorials, taking quizzes and working
on exercises along the way. A full curriculum is in place, which will
be the focus of this presentation. Good for Independent Learners,
and differentiated instruction. Good for summer work for AP
Theory for students who can’t pass the pretest, catch up work for
really talented singers in top ensembles who lack reading skills,
optional work for community choir singers, or as the main
curriculum of beginning choir / general music classes.
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My Year:
Honor Choir Auditions:
- use sing backs and sight reading
1st 3 weeks – find some time for in class work on SonicFit, just getting HW done using
class time.
3rd week- Test Out/ logs placement
Then a unit per grading period.
Through out year:
Lots of group work in this time doing class activities that reinforce sonicfit work:
Hand signs- ‘sight reading’ led by students- in small groups and pairs
Cerwin signs and gang signs (rhythm)
Multi-tempo ‘rounds’ “Sit on a Potato Pan, Otis” and beyond.
Projector /chromebook reading of
‘simple sight reading’
‘advanced sight reading’
other exercises as daily quiz, or exercises not tested
chromebook families
eurhythmics with melodic fragments or rhythms- Ta Ta up D, L, M; down M D S
Dictation quizzes on paper- solfege and rhythms
After Winter Concert
Piano Unit and individual tests
DRMFS piano white notes, or all notes
Plunk out notes on piano
Sight read singing
(beginning choir- starts with just a 20 page worksheet packet, then SonicFit in addition).
2nd Semester:
Improve scores on Lessons or the “Test Out” assessments to prepare for next year’s
auditions. Scores count towards their audition score. (also has recordings involved)
HW:
more advanced exercises in logs- building up speed and proficiency of skills.
Definitely add chromaticism and minor.
IN CLASS:
CMEA Sight Reading Prep.
Advanced sight reading, and more rhythm dictation and exercises especially
Honor Choir prep for the next year
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lines notes and space notes

discriminating pitches

The staff, clefs, and letter names
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Scale Degree Recognition
Both written and aural recognition

Rhythmic Notation

Sight Singing Generators

Simple and advanced
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Keyboard letter ID
Introduction of Sharps and Flats
Keyboard to Staff Practice

Whole Step and Half Step
On keyboard first, then on staff
Then w w h w : DO RE MI FA SOL

Key Signatures
1) identify DO by key signature.

2) explain key signatures in terms
of accidentals necessary to build
intervallic content of major scale.
minor is then just LA tonic- you still
use key signature to find DO, then LA.
Scale Degree Exercise using LA based
minor. Use this occasion to begin
chromaticism.
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Chromatic Framework:
Even before teaching intervals, I drill my
choir with a chromatic framework,
complementary to the diatonic framework.

Intervals and Chords:

Selection can be just the interval/chord, or also
filling in the notes.

Melodic Fragments:

Scale identification:

Rhythm and meter:
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Melodic Dictation:
SonicFit’s melodic dictations are for practice,
and the accompanying quizzes can be used
for assessment. Students can download the
worksheet, or just use staff paper and copy
the key signature and time signature for each
example. The computer plays the sound file
for them to write it down. (>information
>forms and extras)

Guided Melodic Dictation:

Harmonic Dictations:
Quick bassline dictation, and more traditional
4 part dictations.

Some suggestions:
1) assign assessments, grade on completion, but include their work in requirement to
advance in performance groups.
2) Give extra credit- but track it separately so student responsibility (or lack there-of) is
documented.
3) Give quizzes on how to change settings (more than one quiz!) Praise students for being
able to assess their own ability and adjust for it!
4) Assign monitor students to review practice log reports and 'coach' students who don't
change settings to match their ability and need, or work too few problems, or work too
many problems that are too easy etc.
5) Free up rehearsal time by doing this out of class, but do enough in class to drive it home.

